Job Title: Digital Product & Transformation Manager (f/m/d)

E.ON Business Solutions GmbH | Permanent | Part or Full time

E.ON’s Energy Infrastructure Solutions business provides sustainable heating, cooling and power solutions to industrial and commercial customers, property developers and local authorities. Today, the heating and cooling sector alone is responsible for 27% of CO2 emissions in Europe. Energy Infrastructure Solutions designs, builds, finances and operates innovative energy systems at our customers’ facilities that help to meet their ambitious decarbonization targets and realize significant cost saving targets. Our solutions build on decentralized energy solutions, circular energy flows and digitalization.

Energy Infrastructure Solutions serves over 1.5m customers, employs 4.000 people and operates over 4.100 plants with more than 5.000km of heat, chill and steam grids. Building on our strong finance profile and ambitious growth targets we are recognized as the change agent for the sustainable transition of cities and industries.

At E.ON diversity matters. We welcome all people and are convinced that differences make us stronger. Become part of our inclusive and diverse company culture!

We are looking for a Digital Transformation Manager to strengthen our team in Essen.

Your Responsibilities

- Design and operationalize the digital roadmap of Energy Infrastructure Solutions in close cooperation with the regional business entities
- Take ownership for individual initiatives within the digital roadmap. Certify that products, technical solutions and platforms meet cross-regional business requirements, are designed to scale across regions, and are developed according to the standards set by E.ON’s reference architecture
- Provide expertise into developing technical solutions to optimize energy flows / complex energy systems (including applications such as demand forecasting, demand side management, optimization engine, optimization against power markets and sector coupling)
- Act as interface between Energy Infrastructure Solutions and E.ON’s Digital Technology organization, ensure proper staffing of teams that develop and operate technical solutions, products and platforms
- Ensure that technical solutions, products and platforms are developed within time and budget and that they deliver the projected business value
- Create transparency on ongoing developments in the regions and connect the dots between similar efforts in order to streamline the solution portfolio
- Identify market trends and develop partnerships with OEMs, technology providers and players in adjacent industries
- Be the advocate and ambassador for the digital transformation of Energy Infrastructure Solutions, drive agile working methods, and cross-regional product development and collaboration
- Build up an operative network of digital ambassadors within the regional business units

Your Profile

- Masters degree or equivalent, in IT or engineering discipline, as well as operative experience in software engineering, cloud-based solution architecture and data science or data engineering
- Experience in developing optimization engines, ideally in the energy industry
- Profound operational experience in translating customer requirements into digital product design, as well as developing and operating digital products
- Experience in an asset-heavy industry, ideally in the energy industry
- Creative and strategic thinker with the ability to explore and critically assess new ideas and to apply digital design methods
- Pragmatic approach to problem solving, being able to reconcile the ideal solution with the solution that can realistically be implemented, given constraints on the ground
- Good stakeholder management. Being able to build a bridge between business representatives with limited digital skills on one hand and digital development teams on the other hand
- Experience in agile and classical project management, as well as change management

Your Benefits

Apart of our inspiring and dynamic international working atmosphere we have the following attractive employee benefits to keep you motivated and healthy:

- flexible working hours
- regular trainings
- private car and bike leasing
- free parking space for E.ON employees
- job ticket available (Essen)
- cooperations with local kindergarten (Essen)
- family service support
- subsidized canteen (Essen)
- corporate benefits
- Health offers (e.g. fitness club and physiotherapy (Essen), colon cancer screening, flu protection, etc.)
- E.ON Pension Plan for all E.ON employees

Additionally we offer...

- the opportunity to shape the new energy world
- the chance to shape E.ON’s future
- exciting business challenges to be solved
- a space to develop ideas and create personal impact
- an agile and hands-on environment

Do you have questions?
For further information please contact Anna Maria Tamburrelli, annamaria.tamburrelli@eon.com
What you need to know:
Contract type: Permanent:
Working time: Part or Full time
Company: E.ON Business Solutions GmbH
Location: Essen
Function area: IT/Digital